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We have created a Scholarship Program for selected students who live in a
challenging environment. It offers a full access to all courses and classes for a
one-year period.

iClassical Online Academy helps musicians all over the world to
perfect their skills and cultivate their talent: 360° all-round music
education.

A contribution of US$ 200 gives 1 student access to a full  yearly
subscription.

If they so wish, Donors can suggest students or leave it up to iClassical.
Donors can also choose if they want to be nominated on a dedicated
page of our Website. In any case, they will receive the names and e-mail
address, with a picture, of the students they �nance.

Tuition fees are affordable for most students. Nevertheless, along
with our online learning platform experience, we found out that
many classical music students in the world cannot afford the
tuition.

Students who are not recommended by Donors are selected
through: 
- Nomination by conservatories and schools 
- Nominations from our Young Advisory Board 
- Application form that students can send. 

iClassical Online Academy
a life-long source of musical inspiration

The Scholarship Program

Donors can choose the amount of students they want to support.

Selections of students



THE LATIN VOX MACHINE ORCHESTRA

A touching story!

Starting from 2017, the whole country of Venezuela fell into a deep
�nancial crisis, which affected many �elds, and Classic Music education
and performance were particularly penalized. Many young musicians
migrated from Venezuela to Buenos Aires, still not knowing where, and
how to live. They kept on believing in music, and part of them gathered
to form an orchestra, called The Latin Vox Machine. The orchestra didn’t
have a proper venue for rehearsing, nor a proper program, and started
to play in urban areas like subway stops, and similar places.

“At the Jujuy station, violinist Fedosky Suárez plays Vivaldi while César
Pérez, on the platform opposite, responds with his bassoon. Passengers
waiting for trains applaud and throw notes into Suárez’s case. “Dude,
you made my day,” said one. “ Buenos Aires Times



iClassical Academy was able through its Donors to guarantee full
subscription to 22 selected young musicians of the orchestra, as a
contribution to their musical preparation.

It was at that time that the orchestra made contact with South Korean
music director Ahn Jooyong, who moved to Buenos Aires two years
before, following a career in the United States. Someone showed him a
recording of the Venezuelans playing, and he was instantly smitten.

said the 66-year-old director. On October 9, 2017, the orchestra gave
their �rst concert at the Golden Globe Theatre in Buenos Aires.

“They are all incredible musicians. To train young musicians like

them to become professional musicians, it’s my goal and my

mission,”

 

"We were so happy to be able to use the iClassical
Masterclasses and we found them as good as some
University courses. They are clear, simple and focused.
The interaction between student and teacher is very
good."

Latin Vox Members



"The lights dim and the musicians start tuning the instruments
they cared for along the arduous journey across South America,
from Venezuela to Argentina. The speaker announces: “This is
the Latin Vox Machine, an orchestra of trained Venezuelan
musicians who have emigrated to Buenos Aires to escape the
economic crisis gripping their home country.” When the
concert �nishes, they are showered with applause from the
audience, and even donations. “This orchestra is special
because when we play together it’s as if, for a moment, we
were back in Venezuela,” said 22-year-old cellist Veronica
Rodríguez. “There is this energy that inundates the whole place
when we’re playing together. We’re all from the same house,
we’re all siblings. I think that’s a major in�uence when we’re
playing.”

—  Buenos Aires Times



Questions?
irma@iclassical-academy.com I + 39 347 331 9474

Help iClassical support the young
generation!

Join us in our commitment to support young musicians
and become the protagonist of their music career !

iClassical Online Academy

Donate now
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